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Do workers like employer driven flexibility? Experimental evidence on work and pay 
uncertainty and willingness to work
Silvia Avram

Institute for Social and Economic Research, University of Essex, Colchester, UK

ABSTRACT
Flexible employment arrangements where workers only provide labour (and are paid) when requested 
to by their employer have proliferated. How do workers react to the resulting instability in work 
schedules and pay? This study seeks to provide an answer using experimental methods. 301 low- 
income, working age, non-student individuals took part in an on-line experiment simulating standard 
and zero-hours contractual conditions. Results unambiguously support the hypothesis that work 
uncertainty discourages work. This is not only because variability in work availability reduced total 
expected pay but also because uncertainty itself is avoided, even at the cost of lower total earnings. 
Public benefits play an important moderating role. Workers are more likely to accept uncertain work 
and pay when access to out of work benefits is limited or when benefits automatically top up incomes 
during periods when work is unavailable.
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1. Introduction

The consequences of non-standard employment have been 
the subject of a large body of scholarly work (Kalleberg, 
2011; Kalleberg & Vallas, 2018; Rubery et al., 2018; Spreitzer 
et al., 2017). The early literature has focused on temporary 
contracts (Barbieri & Scherer, 2009; Gash, 2008). More 
recently, attention has turned to other forms of non- 
standard employment such as agency, on-call, zero-hours 
or gig economy employment (Aletraris, 2010; J. J. Ravalier 
et al., 2019; J. M. J. M. Ravalier et al., 2017). These types of 
contractual arrangements have become more important as 
employers favour them as tools to increase numerical flex-
ibility and reduce labour costs especially in countries with 
permissive regulatory regimes (O’Sullivan et al., 2020). The 
economic crisis triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic may 
further accelerate this trend.

While all forms of non-standard employment share an ele-
ment of contractual uncertainty or insecurity (Kalleberg & 
Vallas, 2018; Prosser, 2016), the actual contract elements that 
are affected differ. A special category is constituted of jobs that 
guarantee no or only a very limited number of working hours. 
These include zero-hours,1 on-call,2” if-and when”3 contracts, 
“false” self-employment,4 and some part-time jobs where the 
number of guaranteed weekly hours is much smaller than the 
number of hours worked in practice. Workers in these types of 
working arrangements can experience substantial short-term 
instability both in the hours they work and the income they 
earn. Unlike temporary contracts, uncertainty concerns the 
immediate future, sometimes the following days or weeks.

Previous studies have focused either on the legal aspects 
(Adams & Prassl, 2018; Pyper & McGuiness, 2018) or on 
establishing prevalence and documenting associations with 

pay, benefits, working hours, and/or job satisfaction (Adams 
& Prassl, 2018; Farina et al., 2019; Koumenta & Williams, 
2019). Insofar as we know, no study has attempted to 
measure the effects of uncertainty itself. This is important 
because uncertainty has sometimes been framed as flexibil-
ity that ultimately benefits not only employers but also 
employees, especially peripheral groups such as young 
workers, women with care responsibilities, older workers or 
immigrants (Jahn et al., 2012).

This study aims to contribute to the debate on the 
effects of work and pay uncertainty on worker behaviour 
by experimentally testing labour supply responses to uncer-
tain hours and pay. Ascertaining behavioural responses is 
a difficult task. Jobs with no or few guaranteed hours often 
have other features that make them less desirable: lower 
wages, fewer benefits, fewer hours, and/or less control. 
Observational studies have difficulty in separating out the 
corresponding effects and remain vulnerable to confound-
ing bias. To avoid these pitfalls, this study uses an experi-
mental approach. Inference is drawn by examining worker 
behaviour in an on-line real effort experiment with low 
income,5 non-student participants. Using an experimental 
framework has the advantage of clearly isolating uncertainty 
from other job characteristics that might influence worker 
behaviour. Results provide compelling evidence that work-
ers avoid uncertainty whenever possible resulting in lower 
labour supply. A second contribution is to provide evidence 
on the moderating role of the benefit system. Workers can 
be incentivized to take up flexible work both by providing 
a safety net that reduces uncertainty around income and by 
making benefit income unavailable through sanctions.
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2. Effects of hours and pay uncertainty on worker 
behaviour

Uncertainty is usually defined as lack of complete information 
about future outcomes (Milburn & Billings, 1976; Rosatti, 2017). 
While not completely eliminating uncertainty, the standard 
employment contract specifies a fixed number of hours the 
worker is expected to work and the associated pay rate. The 
worker would be paid for this number of hours even when her 
services were not needed, providing some security about 
future income. In contrast, contracts which guarantee no or 
very few hours expose the worker to considerable income and 
time uncertainty. Employees are expected to routinely work 
considerably more hours than their contracted ones, but this 
number varies week to week and workers do not know it in 
advance (or they know it at very short notice). As a result, 
workers often do not know either the amount of money they 
will be able to earn in the following week, or the time resources 
they are expected to commit to work. They face considerable 
uncertainty regarding both their income and time resources.

The empirical research on jobs with no or few guaranteed 
hours is rather limited. In the UK, a few studies have examined 
zero-hours contracts which do not guarantee any working 
hours. They found that workers in zero-hours jobs work fewer 
hours on average, experience more week-to-week variability, 
and are more likely to be underemployed than employees on 
other types of contracts. They also experience a pay penalty of 
approximately 8–10% (Adams & Prassl, 2018; Koumenta & 
Williams, 2019). A 2013 survey found no or slightly positive 
differences in job satisfaction and work-life balance compared 
to permanent employees (Chartered Institute of Personnel and 
Development, 2013). In contrast, qualitative studies indicate 
that uncertainty in working hours, working schedules and pay 
can both create significant financial hardship and strain family 
and social relationships (Henly & Lambert, 2014; Henly et al., 
2006; Lambert, 2008; Pennycook et al., 2013; J. M. J. M. Ravalier 
et al., 2017).

While the effects of work related uncertainty and insecurity 
on health and well-being have been well documented (Bender 
& Theodossiou, 2018; Burchell, 2011; Burgand et al., 2009; 
Green & Leeves, 2013), less is known about how labour market 
behaviour is affected. The vast majority of studies have focused 
on the effects of job insecurity on job satisfaction, organiza-
tional commitment and performance (De Cuyper & De Witte, 
2006; De Witte & Näswall, 2003; Guest et al., 2006; König et al., 
2010; S. K. S. K. Parker et al., 2002; Sverke et al., 2002). These 
studies usually find a negative effect when insecurity is defined 
subjectively but not necessarily when objective measures such 
as having a temporary contract are used.

In economics, work motivation under uncertainty has 
been studied primarily in the framework of expected utility 
(Schoemaker, 1982; Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944). In 
this framework, when faced with alternative courses of 
actions, a rational decision maker will choose the one 
where the product between the value (utility) of the out-
come and the probability of its occurrence is highest. 
Compared to a situation where outcomes are certain, uncer-
tainty impacts on motivation and behaviour by reducing the 
expected value of the outcome. If individuals are motivated 

to take up a job primarily by pay (Rynes et al., 2004, 2005), 
the attractiveness of a job with no or few guaranteed hours 
will be determined by its wage rate (an indicator of value) 
and the (perceived) probability that sufficient working hours 
will be available in the future. If the wage rate is increased to 
exactly match the fall in expectation due to uncertainty, 
worker choices and behaviour should not be affected.

Closely related to expected utility, expectancy theory 
(Vroom, 1964) hypothesizes that individuals are motivated to 
act by three types of beliefs: expectancy, instrumentality and 
valence. Expectancy refers to the perceived connection 
between effort and performance, instrumentality to the link 
between performance and the outcome and valence to the 
value the individual attaches to the outcome. While expectancy 
theory in its original formulation does not address uncertainty 
directly (Wahba & House, 1974), both expectancy and instru-
mentality imply some measure of uncertainty. In fact, expec-
tancy has sometimes been interpreted as a subjective 
probability (Wahba & House, 1974), while at other times it has 
been construed as separate but closely related to environmen-
tal uncertainty (Ferris, 1978). Assuming employers generally 
pay the agreed wage rate for the number of hours worked 
(i.e., instrumentality is one), predictions made by expectancy 
theory closely mirror those of expected utility. The attractive-
ness of a job with no or few guaranteed hours will depend on 
its pay rate and the perceived probability enough working 
hours will be available.

It should be said that the probability of work availability in 
the future may depend on current choices and effort. Workers 
may be more likely to take up a job with no or few guaranteed 
hours if they believe that their effort will be rewarded with work 
and pay in the future.

The conservation of resources theory (Hobfoll, 1989, 2010; 
Hobfoll et al., 2018) states that humans are motivated to 
acquire and preserve resources needed for survival. Resources 
can include material objects but also internal resources (for ex: 
self-esteem). One important principle is that resource loss is 
more salient and more impactful than resource gains. The 
threat or experience of resource loss will induce stress or nega-
tive emotions such as anxiety, disappointment, or regret. 
Anticipating these negative feelings, individuals may try and 
avoid a stressful situation altogether (Milburn & Billings, 1976).

Jobs with no or few guaranteed hours threaten both time 
and economic resources. Low work availability endangers the 
income flows on which a worker may be reliant for basic con-
sumption and wellbeing. High work demands on the other hand 
may limit the time available for other commitments and activ-
ities such as for example, family time, maintaining social ties etc. 
From a conservation of resources perspective, the uncertainty 
embedded in jobs with no or few guaranteed hours creates 
a threat of loss which is a stressor that can potentially decrease 
motivation to take-up or continue in such a job.

Previous research has shown that individual reaction to the 
same stressor can vary significantly based on economic and 
psychological characteristics and perceived situational control 
(Shoss, 2017; Staufenbiel & König, 2010). Individuals who feel 
they can alter future outcomes may be incentivized to increase 
effort so as to secure their position and avoid future income 
losses (Engellandt & Riphahn, 2005).
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3. The role of public transfers

If pay is the main benefit individuals obtain from work, an 
important factor affecting work motivation is the availability 
of other sources of income, including public transfers available 
when out of work. More generous and easily accessible out of 
work policies will decrease willingness to work. On the contrary, 
workfare policies that limit or even remove access to out of 
work benefits as an alternative source of income should 
increase the willingness to take up a job, including jobs with 
uncertain work (and pay) availability.

In theory, public transfers such as in-work benefits or pro-
grammes that combine in and out of work payments such as 
Universal Credit in the UK can be used to mitigate some of the 
variability in income generated by jobs with no or few guaran-
teed hours. By replacing or topping up incomes when work is 
unavailable, public transfers could stabilize income flows and 
reduce insecurity. This stabilization effect should impact on 
willingness to work. In the expected utility and expectancy 
frameworks, benefits paid during periods when income from 
work is low will increase the expected value of taking up a job 
with variable hours and pay (relative to when these benefits are 
not available). In the conservation of resources framework, in 
addition to affecting overall expected pay, benefits paid when 
income from work is low also impact behaviour through their 
effect on income variability. By stabilizing income, they reduce 
uncertainty related stress and can make jobs with variable 
hours and pay more attractive.

Although theoretically appealing, in practice, a benefit sys-
tem that quickly reacts to changes in income from work is not 
easy to implement. The administrative requirements of acces-
sing benefits may be more difficult to meet when pay is variable 
(Ben-Ishai, 2015). Moral hazard considerations that typically limit 
the availability of out of work benefits continue to be salient.

4. Aims and hypotheses

The existing evidence makes it difficult to judge how the 
uncertainty embedded in jobs with no or few guaranteed 
hours affects worker behaviour. Satisfaction measures collected 
in surveys may suffer from desirability bias. Workers may also 
express satisfaction not because of a preference for uncertainty 
but because of a perceived lack of alternative employment. On 
the other hand, qualitative studies may not be necessarily 
representative of workers’ experience and they may be more 
likely to capture the negative aspects. Both types of methods 
are vulnerable to biases common to observational studies.

Experimental studies have the advantage of being able to 
address confounding factors, observed or unobserved, in 
a convincing way (Charness & Kuhn, 2011; Falk & Heckman, 
2009; Podsakoff & Podsakoff, 2019). By carefully manipulating 
the environment and randomly assigning units to treatments, 
the researcher can be confident that changes in observed 
behaviour can be attributed to treatment manipulation and 
not to other coincidental factors.

This study uses a real-effort experiment to test the effect of 
uncertain work and pay availability on labour supply behaviour. 
Using an experimental framework allows for a clear isolation of 
uncertainty from other job characteristics that may also influence 

worker choices. By varying the uncertainty about work availabil-
ity and total pay and observing worker responses, a clear test of 
how uncertainty impacts labour supply can be performed. The 
same framework is then used to test for the moderating role of 
the benefit system. This is done by varying the availability of an 
out of work benefit and/ or the use of benefit sanctions.

Unlike previous studies, the outcome we study is observed 
behaviour rather than intentions or perceptions of behaviour. 
Focusing on observed behaviour allows us to sidestep issues 
around social desirability bias and provides a useful comple-
ment to studies that rely on subjective measures.

Both conservation of resources and expectancy valence the-
ory predict that the impact of uncertain hours and pay will 
depend on perceived situational control, i.e., the extent to 
which workers feel they can influence future outcomes through 
their current choices. In our experimental framework, the avail-
ability of future work (and pay) is purely random and cannot be 
affected by participant choices. This simplifies the experimental 
design and ensures that any detected effects are the result of 
uncertainty itself rather than any underlying power dynamics. 
The task is simple and straightforward to complete so as to 
focus on participant choices and minimize the role of self- 
regulation in pursuit of a goal (Kanfer, 2012).

We hypothesize that: 

Hypothesis 1: Participants who face uncertainty about availability of 
work and pay are less likely to choose to work compared to partici-
pants for whom work availability is certain, when pay rates are equal.

Since uncertainty reduces the total expected pay-out, all 
three theoretical frameworks predict participants will be less 
inclined to choose to work when work availability is uncertain.

Predictions derived from expectancy-valence and expected 
utility on the one hand and conservation of resources on the 
other hand, are less consistent when it comes to unequal pay 
rates. The first two theories suggest that when pay rates are 
increased so as to match the fall in the expected outcome 
generated by uncertainty, worker behaviour should not be 
affected. We thus hypothesize that: 

Hypothesis 2a: Participants who face uncertainty about avail-
ability of work and pay are equally likely to choose to work 
compared to participants for whom work availability is certain, 
provided the expected pay-outs are equal.

Conservation of resources theory on the other hand sug-
gests the threat of resource loss or unrealized gains produces 
stress (Hobfoll, 2010), and individuals will seek to avoid stressful 
situations. In this case, the uncertainty about work availability 
creates stress by exposing participants to the possibility of not 
earning any money (or earning too little) despite their time and 
effort investment. As a result, willingness to work may decrease 
even when the expected outcomes are the same. Based on this, 
we construct hypothesis 2b: 

Hypothesis 2b: Participants who face uncertainty about avail-
ability of work and pay are less likely to choose to work compared 
to participants for whom work availability is certain even when 
the expected pay-outs are equal.
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Note that a number of studies found the possibility of future 
labour income losses increases labour supply in the present 
(Flodén, 2006; S. C. S. C. Parker et al., 2005). However, the 
medium and long-term uncertainty examined by these studies 
is qualitatively different from the immediate/short-term uncer-
tainty this study focuses on. Specifically, when uncertainty con-
cerns the more distant future, increasing earnings in the present 
(via increased labour supply) can act as insurance against future 
income loss. This is not the case when uncertainty concerns the 
immediate future. Increasing labour supply in this case will not 
necessarily increase earnings if work is unavailable. Furthermore, 
because individuals generally need time to adapt, uncertainty 
regarding the immediate future is likely to be more stressful 
than uncertainty which lies further away in time.

The willingness to engage in work with uncertain hours and 
pay will depend on alternative sources of income, including out 
of work benefits. We thus expect that: 

Hypothesis 3: Restricting the availability of out of work benefits 
via benefit sanctions will increase labour supply when work and 
pay are uncertain.

From an expected utility point of view, sanctions have the 
effect of lowering the expected value of out of work benefit 
payments by introducing some uncertainty about their avail-
ability and/or amount. From an expectancy valence perspec-
tive, benefit sanctions affect instrumentality. Even if the 
individual chooses to receive benefits rather than working, 
benefit payments are not guaranteed, as sanctions break the 
automatic link between individual performance and outcomes. 
In both cases, the expected value of the benefit option falls, and 
the relative attractiveness of the work option increases.

The use of benefit sanction effectively introduces some uncer-
tainty regarding the availability of benefit income. While conser-
vation of resources gives little guidance on how individuals weigh 
different kinds of uncertainty, variability in benefit payments 
clearly will make relying on benefits instead of work less attractive 
relative to a scenario where benefit payments are guaranteed.

Finally, public transfers can also be used to smooth income 
variability when hours and pay are uncertain. Benefit payments 
during periods of low work (and pay) availability can impact labour 
supply in two ways. First, by providing workers with a payment 
when work is not available, they increase the total expected 
income associated with working unstable hours. Both expected 
utility and expectancy valence predict that increased income will 
make jobs with uncertain hours and pay more attractive.

Second, benefit payments during periods when work income 
is low reduce the income variability associated with working 
uncertain hours. From a conservation of resources perspective, 
this should reduce the burden uncertainty exerts on workers 
and may increase labour supply. We thus expect that: 

Hypothesis 4: The impact of uncertain work (and pay) availability 
on labour supply will be lower when the resulting variability in 
income is smoothed via public transfers.

To sum up, all three theoretical frameworks predict support 
for H1, H3 and H4, albeit the mechanisms may be different. 
Expected utility and expectancy valence predict support for 

H2a (but not for H2b), whereas conservation of resources pre-
dicts support for H2b (but not for H2a). Thus, the main differ-
ence between the three theoretical frames refers to uncertainty 
impacting on labour supply over and above what would be 
expected given changes in expected pay. Testing H2a and H2b 
will allow for answering this question.

The next section provides a detailed description of the 
experimental design. A complete transcript of the experiment 
can be found in the Supplementary material.

5. Data and methods

5.1. Sample characteristics

Low income working age non-student participants living in the 
UK were recruited to take part in an on-line experiment simu-
lating the choice between paid work and lower benefits under 
the standard employment contract and under a zero-hours 
contract. To be eligible to participate, subjects had to be aged 
between 18 and 60, have a family income of less than £20,000 -
per year and not be undergraduate students. All participants 
were resident in the UK at the time they participated.

Data was collected in two ways. 68 participants took part in 
nine face to face (f2f) sessions between July 2019 and 
February 2020. The sessions were conducted on iPad tablets 
in two locations in Colchester, UK. Subsequently, data was 
collected via an on-line participant recruitment platform called 
Prolific (https://www.prolific.co/). Prolific was chosen due to its 
explicit focus on facilitating data collection for research pur-
poses, its ethical safeguards, accessibility of screening informa-
tion, and the availability of sufficiently large numbers of UK 
participants. 233 individuals completed one of four sessions 
organized in May and June 2020.

Both f2f and Prolific participants were more likely to be 
female: 59% of Prolific participants and 68% of f2f participants 
were women. The average age was 37 years in both samples. 
Prolific participants were more likely to have experience of 
claiming out of work benefits: nearly 60% said they have 
received out of work benefits in the past vs. only 40% in the 
f2f sample. The majority of participants were working in both 
samples: around 51% in the Prolific sample and 72% in the f2f 
sample. Prolific participants were also slightly more likely to 
have children under five in their care (19% vs. 15%).Participants 
in the f2f sessions were slightly more educated than those 
recruited via Prolific. Almost 40% had a diploma of higher 
education compared with only 35% of Prolific participants.. 
Both Prolific and f2f subjects had some previous experience 
of taking part in experiments although this varied considerably 
from person to person. As expected, Prolific participants were 
on average much more experienced.

5.2. Experimental design

Participants completed the experiment using a purpose built 
web page built using oTree (Chen et al., 2016) and hosted by 
a cloud service platform. The experiment had five stages. In the 
first stage, participants received general instructions and con-
sent was obtained. In the second stage, participants took part 
in a lottery game designed to measure risk aversion. The main 
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part of the experiment took place in stage three. It consisted of 
26 rounds. In each round, participants were asked to choose 
between performing a real effort task for pay or accepting 
a lower fixed payment, called a benefit, and moving on to the 
next round. The exact conditions under which this choice took 
place differed between the treatment and control groups. The 
fourth stage measured participants’ skill in completing the real 
effort task. The final stage collected demographic information 
and asked participants to rate their understanding of the 
instructions and incentives and the difficulty of the task. 
A complete transcript can be found in the Supplementary 
material.

Participants took on average 35–40 minutes to complete the 
experiment. Both f2f and Prolific participants rated instructions 
and incentives as clear and the task as moderately difficult.

The main stage of the experiment simulated the decision to 
work under different conditions. In a real-world labour market 
setting, the decision to work involves weighing up its advan-
tages (e.g., pay) versus its disadvantages (e.g., time and effort). 
To replicate this setting as closely as possible, participants were 
asked to choose between completing a real-effort task in return 
for pay and receiving a lower benefit and moving on to the next 
round. The real-effort task was chosen to be relatively simple 
but tedious and boring. Participants were asked to transcribe 
short Latin paragraphs from Tertullian, an early Christian 
author. Participants were paid if they had three mistakes or 
fewer as measured by the Levensthein distance. If they had any 
more, they were paid nothing. This rule has been chosen so as 
to incentivize participants to try and transcribe correctly but at 
the same time not penalize them for small errors. Participants 
were aware of this rule and received feed-back about the 
number of mistakes they made at the end of each round.

The main stage had 26 rounds. The first two rounds were 
unpaid trial rounds where participants had the opportunity to 
practice completing the transcription task if they wished to do 
so. The remaining 24 rounds were paid. In each round, partici-
pants had to choose whether to work or receive a benefit. The 
pay associated with each option varied across treatments and 
rounds. In the control group, work was always available. In the 
two treatment groups, work was available with a probability of 
50%. Participants chose whether to work or receive benefits 
before knowing whether work was available. If they chose to 
work and work was unavailable, they did not work but were 
also not paid anything, similar to a zero-hours contract. If they 
chose to receive the benefit, they were paid the benefit rate 

and moved on to the next round. The payments associated 
with each option-working or receiving a benefit- for each treat-
ment group and round are shown in Table 1.

To better understand the effects of earnings versus uncer-
tainty on the choice to work, two treatment groups were con-
structed. In the first treatment group, participants were paid 
a basic rate, the same as participants in the control group, but 
work was only available half of the time. If they always chose 
work over benefits, participants in the first treatment group 
could expect to earn half of what participants in the control 
group earned but also to work 50% less. Essentially, this is the 
zero-hours contract setting where lack of work (and pay) is only 
compensated by increased leisure time. In the second treat-
ment group, participants were paid twice the basic pay rate of 
participants in the control group. If they always chose to work, 
they could expect to earn the same as participants in the 
control group but work only half as much. Clearly, participants 
in the second treatment group should be better off than parti-
cipants in the control group when choosing work over benefits.

The benefit was always paid at a fixed rate (2/3 of the basic 
pay rate) but its availability varied throughout the experiment. 
In rounds 3 to 14, participants received the benefit only when 
they expressly chose the benefit option. They did not receive 
the benefit when they chose to work and work was unavailable. 
This set-up is intended to capture the time and administrative 
costs of applying for benefits. Typically, a zero-hours worker 
would be unable to access benefit income that would immedi-
ately compensate them for lost pay due to unavailability of 
work. In some situations, working individuals cannot access out 
of work benefits, making working and benefit receipt mutually 
exclusive.

The moderating role of the benefit system is investigated in 
the last 12 rounds. Participants in all treatments were randomly 
allocated to two benefit treatment groups, resulting in a 3 by 2 
crossed treatment design. In the first benefit treatment group, 
participants received the benefit not only when expressly 
choosing this option but also when they chose work and 
work was unavailable. In this case, benefits were no longer an 
alternative to paid work but also an insurance mechanism that 
topped up incomes whenever work was not available. In 
the second benefit treatment, participants faced a 50% prob-
ability of being sanctioned, i.e., not receiving the benefit, if they 
chose to receive benefits two rounds in a row. If a participant 
chose to receive benefits in the previous round and chose again 
to receive benefits in the current round, the computer 

Table 1. Pay structure.

Group Round Work Benefit

Availability Pay rate Access Rate Sanctions

No uncertainty 3–14 Always available £1.50 When choosing benefit £1 No
Uncertainty-basic pay 3–14 50% chance £1.50 When choosing benefit £1 No
Uncertainty-double pay 3–14 50% chance £3.00 When choosing benefit £1 No
No uncertainty 15–26 Always available £1.50 When choosing benefit £1 Yes

When choosing benefit £1 No
Uncertainty-basic pay 15–26 50% chance £1.50 When choosing benefit £1 Yes

When choosing benefit OR  
when work unavailable

£1 No

Uncertainty-double pay 15–26 50% chance £3.00 When choosing benefit £1 Yes
When choosing benefit OR  

when work unavailable
£1 No
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determined randomly with a 50% probability whether 
a sanction would be applied or not. No sanction was applicable 
if work was chosen in the previous round. Sanctions approx-
imate a workfare based approach aiming to deter participants 
from opting for benefits.

While the labour task was relatively simple, individuals are 
still expected to vary widely in their ability to complete it. 
Typing skills may influence the extent to which a participant 
will choose to work or receive benefits. Stage four collected 
a measure of participant productivity. Participants were pre-
sented with a challenge: they had 5 minutes to transcribe as 
many texts as possible. For each correctly transcribed text they 
received £1.50, and they could not move on to the next round 
until the 5 minutes elapsed. On average, participants correctly 
transcribed three to four texts. However, some participants 
were considerably more skilled. The maximum number of cor-
rectly transcribed texts was nine.

The final section of the experiment collected demographic 
information: sex, age, highest qualification (6 categories), num-
ber of children under 5 in care (0/1/2/3+), currently in paid work 
(yes/no), ever received means-tested out of work benefits 
(yes/no).

6. Results

6.1. The impact of uncertainty about work availability on 
the decision to work

If uncertainty about work availability is avoided by workers, 
we would expect to see participants choose to work less 
often in the two treatment groups compared to the control 
group. In fact, this is what we observe. Figure 1 shows the 
average number of work choices in the first 12 paid rounds 
(when benefits and work were mutually exclusive) by treat-
ment group. Participants in the “uncertainty-basic pay” group 
choose to work on average in 4.8 rounds compared to 6.8 in 
the “no uncertainty” group. The nonparametric Mann 

Whitney test indicates that this difference is significant at 
the 1% level (z = 2.90). In the ’uncertainty-double pay’ 
group, the number of rounds worked was similar to the 
“no uncertainty” group despite the pay rate being twice as 
high (z = 0.31).

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the decision to work 
over time. It plots the proportion of participants who 
chose work by treatment group and round. All three groups 
experienced a decline in the proportion choosing work 
possibly due to fatigue or boredom. However, the decline 
is much steeper in the two “uncertainty” groups. In the 
“uncertainty basic pay” group, the proportion choosing 
work is lower already in the first round (55% versus 64% 
in the no uncertainty group). It then declines precipitously 
reaching 31% in round 14. In the `uncertainty-double pay’ 
group, the proportion choosing work is initially higher than 
in the “no uncertainty group”, possibly reflecting the higher 
pay rate this group received. However, the decline is just as 
strong as in the “uncertainty-basic pay” group so in round 
14, the proportion choosing work is lower than in the “no 
uncertainty” group (45% vs. 53%).

To formally test hypotheses 1,2a,and 2b, the probability to 
choose work was modelled using a logistic regression, control-
ling for round number, participant’s productivity measured as 
the number of correctly transcribed texts in the productivity 
stage, session (4 Prolific sessions plus one face to face), partici-
pant ratings on the difficulty of the task, clarity of instructions 
and clarity of incentives, and demographic characteristics: gen-
der, age, the number of children under five, current work status, 
and welfare receipt. To capture time variation in treatment 
effects, appropriate interactions were included. A full list of 
estimated coefficients can be found in Table A in the 
Supplementary material.

Figure 3 shows the predicted probability to choose work 
over benefits derived from the logistic regression model. 
Results largely mirror the descriptive patterns shown in 
Figure 2. Both “uncertainty” groups show a steeper decline 

Figure 1. Average number of work choices in the first stage, by treatment group. Source: Experimental data
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of the probability to choose work over time compared to 
the “no uncertainty group”. Interestingly, the steepness of 
the curve is almost identical despite the differences in the 
pay rate.

Average marginal effects by round together with asso-
ciated confidence intervals are shown in Figure 4. 
Participants in the “uncertainty-basic pay group” clearly are 

less likely to choose work than participants in the control 
group in every round. Moreover, the difference between the 
two groups is increasing over time. In the case of the ’uncer-
tainty-double pay’ group, there is initially no difference in the 
probability to choose work compared to the “no uncertainty” 
group. However, the difference is widening in later rounds to 
the point that in the last four rounds, participants in the 

Figure 2. Proportion choosing to work in the first stage, by round and treatment group. Source: Experimental data

Figure 3. Probability to choose work by round and treatment group. Source: Experimental data
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“uncertainty-double pay group” are significantly less likely to 
choose work than those in the “no uncertainty” group despite 
receiving a much higher pay rate. 

Hypotheses 1 is supported. Participants in the “uncertainty- 
basic pay” were significantly less likely to choose work com-
pared to the “no uncertainty group”, and this difference 
increased over time.

Hypothesis 2b is supported whereas Hypothesis 2a is rejected. 
In the later rounds, participants in the “uncertainty-double pay” 
group were significantly less likely to choose work over benefits 
compared to participants in the “no uncertainty” group despite 
having similar expected pay-outs. This result suggests uncer-
tainty affects behaviour directly, not only through lowering 
expected pay-outs.

6.2. Insurance through benefits or sanctions?

In the second half of the experiment, the conditions under 
which benefits could be accessed were changed. Participants 
were randomly assigned to two possible benefit treatments 
(uncertainty about work availability was kept the same, i.e., 
participants always remained in the same work-related treat-
ment group). In the first benefit treatment, participants auto-
matically received the benefit whenever work was not available 
in addition to receiving it when the benefit option was 
expressly chosen. In this situation, benefits effectively insure 
against the unavailability of work in any particular round. In 
the second benefit treatment, participants faced a possible 
sanction if they chose to receive benefits two rounds in a row. 
Sanctions were imposed randomly with a probability of 50% 

and consisted of the benefit not being paid. Participants were 
aware of all the rules governing access to benefits before 
making their choices.

Both benefit treatments are designed to make the work 
option more attractive, either through the use of a carrot 
(extra availability of benefits) or a stick (benefit sanctions). 
This part of the experiment had two objectives: measuring 
the extent to which these sticks and carrots modified 
participant behaviour and increased labour supply and 
establishing whether one option was more effective than 
the other.

Figure 5 shows the proportion of individuals choosing work 
in rounds 16 to 26 by work treatment group and combining the 
responses of participants in different benefit treatment groups. 
While the proportion of work choices declines, just as in the first 
half of the experiment, the decline is less steep particularly in 
the second work treatment group. To understand which bene-
fit treatment is driving these results, Figure 6 plots the share of 
individuals choosing work by benefit treatment as well as 
results from the first stage focusing on the two groups where 
work was uncertain. The proportion of individuals choosing 
work increases under both benefit treatments. Moreover, 
there appears to be no significant difference between the two 
benefit treatments.

In the next step, the impact of the benefit treatment on the 
work choice probability by work treatment and round was 
estimated using a logistic regression and including the same 
control variables as in the previous subsection (a complete set 
of results is available in Table B in the Supplementary material). 
Figure 7 displays average predicted probabilities to choose 
work by work treatment and benefit treatment in the first 
and second stages. The average predicted probability to 
choose work increased by between 11 and 15 percentage 

Figure 4. Average marginal effects of treatment group. Source: Experimental data
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points both under the insurance and sanctions regimes. This 
increase is of a comparable magnitude to the negative effect 
induced by uncertainty about work availability in the first stage 
(note however that uncertainty continues to depress willing-
ness to work under both benefit treatments). Regression results 
confirm the differences between the two benefit treatment 
groups are negligible.

Finally, Figure 8 displays the same predicted probabil-
ities to choose work, allowing the effects to differ by round 
(a complete list of estimated coefficients can be found in 
Table C in the Supplementary material). It shows that in 
the case of the two groups who faced uncertain work 
availability, both benefit treatments worked by limiting 
the decline in the proportion working. The lines 

Figure 5. Proportion choosing to work in the second stage, by round and treatment. Source: Experimental data

Figure 6. Proportion choosing to work by benefit treatment. Source: Experimental data
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corresponding to the two benefit treatments are much 
flatter compared to the line corresponding to the first 
stage. Thus, the effect of the benefit treatments was espe-
cially large in the later rounds. 

Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4 are both supported. Participants 
in both “uncertainty” groups were significantly more likely to 
choose to work when either benefits were automatically paid 
when work was unavailable, or access to benefits was limited 
via sanctions.

7. Discussion

Expected utility and expectancy valence predict that work 
uncertainty will depress labour supply by reducing 
expected pay-outs. Experimental results confirm these 
predictions. Participants who faced a 50% probability of 
work not being available were between 15 and 30 percen-
tage points less likely to choose work compared to parti-
cipants who faced no uncertainty, when the pay rate was 
identical.

Figure 7. Average probability to choose to work by treatment groups. Source: Experimental data

Figure 8. Average probability to choose to work by treatment group and round. Source: Experimental data
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What is less clear is whether this difference can be entirely 
explained by the lower expected pay outs generated by uncer-
tainty. Whenever work was unavailable, participants who chose 
work lost the benefit payment. On average, they were expected 
to earn half as much as the “no uncertainty” group if they 
always chose work. In fact, they earned around 80% of the 
“no uncertainty” group’s earnings by choosing the benefit 
option more often.

Conservation of resources suggests that uncertainty might 
impact behaviour directly, not only though lowering expected 
pay-outs. Evidence on this issue is provided by the behaviour of 
the “uncertainty-double pay” group who faced a pay rate that 
was twice as high as that of the “no uncertainty” group, and 
hence a similar expected pay-out.

Participants in this group were initially similarly likely to 
choose to work as participants in the “no uncertainty” group. 
However, their behaviour changed over time. As they gained 
more experience, they were less likely to choose work and in 
the final rounds they were significantly less likely to choose 
work compared to the “no uncertainty” group. This result sug-
gests that uncertainty impacts behaviour directly, not only 
through expected pay-outs.

The conclusion that uncertainty itself is driving lower labour 
supply is also supported by results from the second stage of the 
experiment. Participants who faced work uncertainty chose 
work less often compared to the “no uncertainty” group even 
when they received the benefit in case work was unavailable. 
On average, they chose work 42% of the time compared to 60% 
in the “no uncertainty” group. Taken together, these results 
suggest that workers seek to avoid work uncertainty not just 
to maximize their payments but also because they dislike 
uncertainty itself.

The negative effects on labour supply would appear to 
contradict findings from the pay for performance literature 
that usually finds that pay for performance policies can 
increase effort (Bandiera et al., 2007; Lazear, 2000; Rynes 
et al., 2005). However, this result is contingent on the 
strength of the link between individual effort and outcomes. 
For example, performance incentives are less effective when 
tasks are complex or when outcomes depend on teamwork 
(Bandiera et al., 2013; Garbers & Konradt, 2014). In our set-
ting, workers did not control the availability of work, and 
thus our results do not extend to situations where work 
availability directly depends on previous effort.

The second half of the experiment tested two alternative 
benefit policies. The first made the benefit automatically 
available whenever participants chose to work but work 
was unavailable. This option both increased the total 
expected pay associated with choosing work and reduced 
pay-out variability. By providing a payment during rounds 
when work was not available, the benefit payment effectively 
insured against lack of work and reduced uncertainty. As 
expected, the probability to choose to work increased sig-
nificantly, especially in the later rounds.

The second benefit treatment introduced benefit sanc-
tions with a 50% probability whenever participants chose 
the benefit option two rounds in a row. This reduced the 
expected pay-outs associated with choosing to receive the 
benefit. It also introduced some uncertainty regarding the 

availability of benefits, making the benefit option 
less attractive and increasing the probability to choose to 
work.

The first benefit treatment approximates a “flexicurity” 
regime where workers face work related instability but are 
shielded to some extent by the safety net. The second benefit 
treatment corresponds to a “workfare” regime where workers 
are encouraged to take up unstable or insecure work by having 
their access to out of work benefits limited. It is important to 
stress that in real-life sanctions are likely to have strong adverse 
consequences (financial hardship, family stress etc.) that are not 
captured by the experiment. Instead, what is captured is the 
behavioural incentives given by the threat of sanctions. As 
such, while the two options may have similar effects in an 
experimental setting, they are unlikely to be equivalent in 
a real-life setting.

8. Conclusions

This study set out to experimentally test the labour supply 
effects of work uncertainty. Results provide overwhelming 
support for the hypothesis that workers avoid work 
uncertainty.

It should be noted that the experimental environment likely 
downplays and limits any negative effects of work uncertainty 
for two reasons. First, the experiment was a one-time session of 
limited duration which likely minimized the chance of schedul-
ing conflicts. In a real-world situation, workers in jobs with 
unpredictable hours can face substantial difficulties in planning 
for non-work related activities on an ongoing basis. Second, the 
uncertainty faced by participants was entirely random and 
computer generated. In the real world, employers and man-
agers have some control over how to distribute existing work 
and use this discretionary power not only to match demand 
with labour costs but also to discipline workers and control 
them (Halpin, 2015). Scheduling conflicts and lack of control 
impose two additional costs on workers that are not captured 
by the experimental set-up used in this study.

The implication is that workers in jobs with no or few guaran-
teed hours are most likely hurt by the uncertainty and insecurity 
inherent in this type of employment arrangement. A higher pay 
rate whenever work is not guaranteed shields workers from some 
of the financial consequences of insecurity. In the experiment, 
participants in the ’uncertainty-double pay’ group earned similar 
amounts as those in the “no uncertainty” group. However, 
a higher pay rate does not necessarily compensate workers for 
the costs of uncertainty itself, nor does it automatically enable 
them to avoid scheduling conflicts or to escape excessive man-
agerial control.

The second finding of this study is that the safety net can be 
used to increase labour supply, either by shielding workers 
from some of the monetary losses they incur when work is 
unavailable or by threatening sanctions. Interestingly, in this 
case, the two alternatives had very similar effects. Further 
research is needed to verify this result. However, if confirmed, 
it would suggest that governments can achieve similar results 
to benefit sanctions by tweaking the design of benefits. Given 
the potential negative outcomes associated with sanctions 
(Dwyer, 2018), this is an important finding.
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Notes

1. Zero-hours contracts are a type of contract where the employer is 
under no obligation to provide work for the worker and the worker 
Is not under an obligation to accept work made available by the 
employer.; they have been used primarily in the UK.

2. On – call contracts are a type of contract where workers are at the 
disposal of the employer but not actually working; Time spent on 
call is not counted as working time and may not be remunerated or 
may be remunerated at a lower rate.

3. “If and when” contracts are very similar to zero-hours contracts; 
employers are under no obligation to offer work and workers are 
under no obligation to accept work; they have been primarily used 
in Ireland.

4. False self-employment is a situation where someone is registered as 
self-employed but de facto works as an employee, under the 
authority and subordination of another company (the employer.

5. Individuals were eligible to participate if their annual family income 
was less than £20,000.
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